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blunder Move clumsily or as if unable to see.
We were blundering around in the darkness.

carelessness
Failure to give sufficient attention to avoiding harm or errors;
negligence.
Most road accidents are caused by carelessness on the part of
motorists.

chasten Change by restraining or moderating.
The director was somewhat chastened by his recent flops.

culpability A state of guilt.
A level of moral culpability.

defect
Desert (a cause, a country or an army), often in order to join the
opposing cause, country, or army.
If there are any defects you should send it back to the manufacturer.

defective Imperfect or faulty.
Defective speech.

failing A flaw or weak point.
Received failing grades.

fallibility The likelihood of making errors.
Studies on the fallibility of memory and perception.

fallible
Wanting in moral strength, courage, or will; having the attributes of
man as opposed to e.g. divine beings.
Everyone is fallible to some degree.

fault
Of a rock formation be broken by a fault or faults.
The fault of the keen therapist is to start to intervene during the
assessment phase.

faulty Not working or made correctly; having defects.
Faulty logic.
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flaw Add a flaw or blemish to make imperfect or defective.
He had his flaws but he was still a great teacher.

flawed Having or characterized by a fundamental weakness or imperfection.
A fatally flawed strategy.

inaccurate Not accurate.
The thermometer is inaccurate.

inadvertence The trait of forgetting or ignoring your responsibilities.

incorrect Not in accordance with fact; wrong.
An incorrect calculation.

lapse Go back to bad behavior.
The correspondence lapsed.

misconceive Judge or plan badly, typically on the basis of faulty understanding.
Some academic latinists did misconceive Pound s poem in that way.

misconception
A view or opinion that is incorrect because based on faulty thinking or
understanding.
Public misconceptions about antibiotic use.

misconstrue Interpret in the wrong way.
She misconstrued my remarks.

misleading Designed to deceive or mislead either deliberately or inadvertently.
Statistics can be presented in ways that are misleading.

mistake To make a mistake or be incorrect.
He made a bad mistake.

mistrial
An inconclusive trial, such as one in which the jury cannot agree on a
verdict.
The judge dismissed the charge and declared a mistrial.

misunderstand
Fail to interpret or understand the words or actions of (someone)
correctly.
Don t misunderstand me I m not implying she should be working.

misunderstanding A failure to understand something correctly.
A misunderstanding of the government s plans.

oversight An unintentional failure to notice or do something.
He had simply missed Parsons out by an oversight.

slip A fielder at slip.
A single slip could send them plummeting down the mountainside.

solecism A socially awkward or tactless act.

unforced Not resulting from undue effort; not forced.
His retirement was an unforced departure.
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wrong Treat unjustly do wrong to.
They were wrong to take the law into their own hands.


